Geometry	Chapter 10
Lesson 10-7

Example 1  Intersection of Two Chords
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	EH (HJ) = GH (HI)	Theorem 10.15
	6 (24)	= 5 (x)	Substitution
	144	= 5x	Multiply.
	28.8	= x	Divide each side by 5.



Example 2 Solve Problems
ARCHITECTURE  Yang Li is designing 	file_2.png
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an entrance to a room in a museum. The 
entrance is part of a circle. What is the 
radius of the circle containing the arc if the 
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opening is not a semicircle?
Draw a model using a circle. Let x represent the 
unknown measure of  diameter file_6.unknown
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. Use the 
products of the lengths of the intersecting chords 
to find the length of the diameter.
	RY (YT)	= UY (YS)	Segment products	
	9x	= 13.5 (13.5)	Substitution
	x	= 20.25	Divide each side by 9.
	RT	= RY + YT	Segment Addition Postulate
	RT	= 9 + 20.25 or 29.25	Substitution and addition

Since the diameter is 29.25, r = 14.625.


Example 3  Intersection of Two Secants
Find BE if BA = 30, AD = 114, and EF = 156.	file_7.png
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Let BE = x.
	BA (BD)	= BE (BF)	Secant Segment Products
	30 (30 + 114)	= x (x + 156)	Substitution
	4320	= x2 + 156x	Distributive Property
	0	= x2 + 156x - 4320	Subtract 4320 from each side.
	0	= (x + 180)(x - 24)	Factor.

	x + 180	= 0		x - 24	= 0
	x	= -180		x	= 24	Disregard negative value.



Example 4  Intersection of a Secant and a Tangent
Find x. Assume that segments that appear	file_9.png
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to be tangent are tangent.
	(MO)2	= OR (OH)		Theorem 10.17
	232	= x(x + x + 1)		Substitution
	529	= x(2x + 1)		Simplify
	529	= 2x2 + x			Distributive Property
	0	= 2x2 + x – 529		Subtract 529 from each side.

This expression is not factorable. Use the Quadratic Formula. 
x	= b  b2 - 4ac) ,2a)	Quadratic Formula
	= 1  12 - 4(2)(-529)) ,2(2))	a = 2, b = 1, c = -529
	= 1 + ,4) and x = 1 - ,4)	Disregard the negative solution.
	≈ 16.02	Use a calculator.



